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Abstract. Classifications of subdirectly irreducible involution rings via some properties of trace
elements are given. As an application, von Neumann regular involution rings with central idem-
potent norm elements are described. The structure of certain involution rings in which the norms
are multiplicatively generated by nilpotents is also determined.
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1. INTRODUCTION

All rings considered are associative. Let us recall that an involution ring R is
a ring with an additional unary operation �, called involution, such that .aC b/� D
a�Cb�, .ab/� D b�a�, and .a�/� D a for all a;b 2R. An element of an involution
ring R which is either symmetric or skew-symmetric shall be called a �-element and
a �-ideal I of R is an ideal of R which is closed under involution, that is, I� D
fa� 2R W a 2 I g � I . A subring B of R such that BAB � B and which is closed
under involution, is called a �-biideal of R.

Motivated by the well-known fact that the algebraic structure of an involution ring
is, to a large extent, determined by the algebraic nature of its symmetric or skew-
symmetric elements, we study �-subdirectly irreducible rings with identity and in
which norm elements are central and non-nilpotent. Such involution rings are shown
to be rings of the following types: a division ring, a 2� 2 matrix ring over a field,
F ˚F where F is a field, a subdirectly irreducible ring with identity and square-
zero heart. Abu-Khuzam [1] studied the structure of certain rings which are multi-
plicatively generated by their nilpotents. In this note, we shall extend this result to
involution rings by conditioning only the norm of the ring. Indeed, we prove that
an involution ring R in which the norm is multiplicatively generated by nilpotents
is nil if it satisfies the descending chain condition (d.c.c.) on �-biideals or if the
norm is central and R satisfies the polynomial identity xm D xmC1f .x/, where m is
a positive integer and f .x/ is a polynomial with integer coefficients.
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We recall that an involution ring R is called �-subdirectly irreducible if the in-
tersection of all its non-zero �-ideals (called the �-heart) is non-zero. A routine
application of Birkhoff’s theorem yields that every involution ring R is a subdirect
product of �-subdirectly irreducible rings, whence they serve as one source of basic
building blocks of all involution rings. Hence the study of �-subdirectly irreducible
rings is desirable.

In the sequel, for an involution ringR, we put S Dfa 2R W a�D ag, the symmetric
elements in R, K D fa 2 R W a� D �ag, the skew-symmetric elements in R, T D
faCa� W a 2Rg, the trace of R, N D faa� W a 2Rg, the norm of R. The center of R
is denoted by Z. Moreover, following Lim [13], we call R a central trace involution
ring if T is contained in the center of R.

2. RESULTS

The following lemma shall be useful in the proof of the next theorem.

Lemma 1. If R is a �-subdirectly irreducible ring with a non-zero central idem-
potent, then R has identity.

Proof. Let e ¤ 0 be a central idempotent in R. If e is a symmetric element, then e
is the identity ofR. Indeed, the �-idealsRe and fr�re W r 2Rg have zero intersection
andRe¤ 0 and so fr�re W r 2RgD 0, which implies that e is the identity ofR. Now
suppose e is not symmetric. Then ee� D 0, for, otherwise, ee� would be the identity
of R and then ee� D e, contradicting the fact that e is not a symmetric. Likewise it
follows that e�e D 0. Clearly, eC e� ¤ 0 is an idempotent symmetric element and,
arguing as above, we conclude that R has identity eC e�. �

Theorem 1. LetR be a �-subdirectly irreducible ring with a non-zero idempotent.
If non-zero trace elements in R are central and non-nilpotent, then R is one of the
following types:

(i) a field;
(ii) a division ring with involution, 4-dimensional over its centre and N �Z;

(iii) F ˚F , where F is a field, endowed with the exchange involution;
(iv) the 2�2 matrix ring over a field F , with the symplectic involution, i. e.,�

a b

c d

��
D

�
d �b

�c a

�
(v) a subdirectly irreducible ring with identity and heartH DH� �K,H 2D 0

and the additive group of H is either an elementary Abelian p-group or
a torsion-free divisible group.

Proof. Let e be an idempotent in R. Since the trace elements in R are central, the
norm elements in R are also central [13]. If e is symmetric, then it is a norm element
and therefore central. If e is not symmetric, then eC e� ¤ 0 is an idempotent trace
element and therefore central. It follows from Lemma 1 that R has identity.
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Now either all elements in the �-heart H are square zero and skew-symmetric, or
all elements in the �-heart are skew-symmetric and hh� D�h2 ¤ 0 for some h 2H ,
or there exists an element hCh� ¤ 0 for some h 2H .

In the first two cases, by [5, Proposition 1.1] and our assumptions onR, we see that
the �-heartH is a minimal ideal ofR. By [8, Proposition 6.2] the additive group ofH
is either an elementary Abelian p-group or a torsion-free divisible group. Moreover,
we claim that R is a subdirectly irreducible ring. Indeed, if H \ J D 0 for some
non-zero ideal J of R then it is clear that J \J � D 0 and H � J ˚J �. Hence, any
h 2H can be represented uniquely in the form hD aCb� for some a;b 2 J . Now
h�D a�CbD�a�b� and so aCbD�b��a� 2 J \J �. This implies bD�a and
thus hD a�a�. Therefore haD a2�a�aD a2. But .ha/�D a�h�D�ha 2 J \J �

so that a2 D 0. Thus .aC a�/2 D 0 and, by our assumption on R, we must have
a� D�a, which implies hD 2a 2 J , a contradiction.

In the first case, R is a subdirectly irreducible ring with identity and heart H D
H� �K, H 2 D 0.

In the second case, let 0 ¤ a D hh�, h 2 H . Then aR D Ra D H . Since H is
a prime ring, a2RD a.aR/D aH ¤ 0. Moreover, since a2 is central,H D a2R and
aD a2b for some b 2R. Now ab¤ 0, .ab/2D .a2b/bD ab and .ab/�D�abD ab,
whence ab 2 H is the identity of R. Therefore H D R and R is a primitive ring.
Since, for each a 2 R, a� D �a, we have a2 2 S and T D 0. If there exists a 2 R
such that 2a ¤ 0, then .2a/2 D 2a2C 2a2 2 T and so .2a/2. But then 2aR is
a nil right ideal of R, a contradiction with the fact that R is Jacobson-semisimple.
Moreover, for any a;b 2 R, .ab/� D �ab, that is, b�a� D ba D �ab D ab. Hence
R is a field of characteristic 2.

We study the third case. If aD hCh�¤ 0 for some h2H , then a2RDH . Hence
aD a2b for some b 2R and it follows that 0¤ ab is an idempotent. Thus the identity
of R belongs to H , whence H D R and R is �-simple. Either R is a simple prime
ring or RD I ˚I� where I and I� are simple prime rings and the only proper non-
zero ideals of R are I and I� [5]. If R is a simple prime ring then, by [9, Theorem
7] and [12, Theorem 1], it is either a division ring or a 2�2 matrix ring over a field,
endowed with the symplectic involution. If R is a division ring, then it follows from
[6, Theorem 2] that R is either a field or 4-dimensional over its centre. Finally, we
show that if R D I ˚ I�, then I is a field. In this case, the identity of R is of the
form eC e� with e 2 I . Since R has no non-zero nilpotent trace elements, it is clear
that I cannot have non-zero nilpotent elements. Now, for any x 2 R, ex� exe and
xe� exe are nilpotent elements in I and hence ex� exe D xe� exe D 0, whence
ex D xe and e is a central element and so is e�. Then RD R.eC e�/D Re˚Re�,
I DRe, and e is the identity of I . In addition, I is commutative. Indeed, if a;b 2 I ,
then .aCa�/.bC b�/D .bC b�/.aCa�/, that is, abCa�b� D baC b�a�. Thus
ab�baD b�a��a�b� 2 I \I�D 0 and I is commutative. Moreover, any 0¤ c 2 I
is invertible since cI D I D Ic. �
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The following is an example of an involution ring of type (v) in the above theorem.
Example 1. Let R be the set of all ˛xC ˇe where ˛;ˇ 2 GF.2/ and x2 D 0,

e2 D e, ex D xe D x. Then R is clearly a commutative ring with identity element
and with the identity involution. The only non-zero proper ideal of R is H D f˛x W
˛ 2 GF.2/g D H�. Hence R is subdirectly irreducible with identity and heart H ,
where H 2 D 0. The trace of R is 0.

Corollary 1. R is a semiprime �-subdirectly irreducible ring with non-zero idem-
potent and non-zero trace elements in R are central and non-nilpotent if and only if
R is one of the following:

(i) a field;
(ii) a division ring with involution, 4-dimensional over its centre and N �Z;

(iii) F ˚F where F is a field, endowed with the exchange involution;
(iv) the 2�2 matrix ring over a field F , with the symplectic involution.

Corollary 2. Let R be a �-subdirectly irreducible ring with identity and with cen-
tral idempotent norm and trace elements. Then R is one of the following types:

(i) GF.2/ with the identity involution;
(ii) GF.4/ with the inverse involution;

(iii) GF.2/˚GF.2/, endowed with the exchange involution;
(iv) the 2�2 matrix ring over the field GF.2/, with the symplectic involution;
(v) a subdirectly irreducible involution ring with identity, of characteristic 2 and

heart H in which the elements are symmetric and H 2 D 0.

Proof. A division ring R with involution in which every norm element is idempo-
tent has the inverse involution. In fact, for any 0¤ a 2R, 0¤ aa� and .aa�/2D aa�

implies aa� D 1 (the identity of R) and, similarly, a�a D 1, so that a� D a�1.
Moreover, since the trace elements are idempotent, the characteristic of R must
be 2. In fact, .1C 1/2 D 1C 1 implies 1C 1 D 0. By [7], we know that such
a �-subdirectly irreducible ring is either GF.2/ or GF.4/. In F ˚F (F a field),
T DN D f.a;a/ W a 2 F g and hence, if every element in N is idempotent, it is clear
that F Š GF.2/. Similarly, in a 2� 2 matrix ring over a field F , with the symplec-
tic involution, T D N D

˚�
a 0
0 a

�
W a 2 F

	
and the idempotence of each element in T

implies F ŠGF.2/. �

Proposition 1. If R is a von Neumann regular involution ring with central idem-
potent norm elements, then R is isomorphic to a subdirect sum of involution rings Ri

.i 2�/, where each Ri is one of the following:
(i) GF.2/ with the identity involution;

(ii) GF.3/ with the identity involution;
(iii) GF.4/ with the inverse involution;
(iv) GF.2/˚GF.2/, endowed with the exchange involution;
(v) a 2�2 matrix ring over GF.2/, with the symplectic involution.
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Proof. Any nonzero homomorphic image of R is semiprime and has a nonzero
central idempotent element. In fact, if aC I is a nonzero element in the factor ring
R=I , then axC I , where axa D a, is a nonzero idempotent in R=I . Let eC I D
axC I . If ee� … I , then ee�C I is a nonzero central idempotent in R=I . On the
other hand, if ee� 2 I , then eC e�C I is a nonzero central idempotent in R=I .
Thus, by Lemma 1, R=I has identity and by [13], the norm elements are central if
and only if the trace elements are central. Hence, sinceR=I is von Neumann regular,
R=I cannot have nonzero nilpotent trace elements. By Corollary 1, R=I is either
a division central trace ring, or F ˚F where F is a field, endowed with the exchange
involution, or a 2� 2 matrix ring over a field F , with the symplectic involution. If
R=I is a division central trace ring, then the characteristic of R=I is either 2 or 3.
Indeed, since the norm elements in R are idempotent, .1C 1/4C I D .1C 1/2C I
(where 1CI is the identity ofR=I ), whence either .1C1/CI D I or .1C1/2CI D
1CI , that is, the characteristic ofR=I is either 2 or 3. By [7],R=I is of typeGF.2/,
GF.3/ or GF.4/. �

Proposition 2. R is a von Neumann regular involution ring with zero trace and
idempotent norm elements if and only if R is a Boolean ring with identity involution.

Proof. We prove the direct implication. For any elements a;b;c 2 R, a� D �a,
ab D �ba and 2abc D 0, whence .2R/3 D 0 and so 2R D 0. Hence R has charac-
teristic 2, R is commutative and a� D a. For any a 2 R, a4 D a2 since the norm
elements are idempotent. There exists y 2 R such that .a2�a/y.a2�a/D a2�a,
that is, .a2�a/2y D a2�a, which implies a2 D a. �

For an involution ring R, we let N 0 be the set of symmetric nilpotent elements in
R and E the set of symmetric central idempotents in R. The proof of the following
proposition is as that of [11, Lemma 1], but we include it for the sake of completeness.

Proposition 3. Let R be an involution ring of characteristic 2 having a non-zero
central idempotent. Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) the symmetric elements in R can be represented as a product of elements in
E[N 0.

(ii) the symmetric elements in R are central idempotent.

Proof. (i) implies (ii). Suppose symmetric elements in R can be represented as
a product of elements in E [N 0. Clearly, R has a non-zero central idempotent
symmetric element e. First, we show that eN 0 D 0. The �-subring A D eR has
identity e and its symmetric elements can be represented as a product of elements in
E[N 0. If a is any element inN 0, then eCeaD x1x2 � � �xn for some xi 2 eE[eN

0.
Since eC ea is invertible in A, x1 cannot be nilpotent, so that x1 2 eE. Hence
eCeaD x1.eCea/, which implies x1D e and eCeaD x2 � � �xn. Repeating this pro-
cedure, we eventually obtain eCeaD e, implying eaD 0. This shows that eN 0D 0.
Suppose now there exists a symmetric element r in R which cannot be expressed
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as a product of symmetric central idempotents. Let eC r D y1y2 � � �yk for certain
y1;y2; : : : ;yk 2E[N

0. Since eN 0D 0, we have eD e.eCr/D .ey1/.ey2/ � � �.eyk/

and the elements y1;y2; : : : ;yk are central idempotent. Hence yiCe is central idem-
potent. Moreover, for each i D 1;2; : : : ;n, eyi D e. So, r D y1y2 � � �yk C e D

.y1C e/.y2C e/ � � �.ykC e/, which is a contradiction. This shows that every sym-
metric element in R can be written as a product of central idempotents and hence is
central idempotent. The converse is trivial. �

Abu-Khuzam [1] studied the structure of certain rings which, as semi-groups, are
multiplicatively generated by their nilpotents. We now consider certain involution
rings in which the norms are central and multiplicatively generated by nilpotents
(that is, the norm elements can be written as a product of nilpotents). We call such
an involution ring a �-N -ring. If R is a �-N -ring with identity, then RD 0 since the
identity ofR is a norm element. Moreover, any �-homomorphic image of a �-N -ring
is also such a ring.

Theorem 2. If R is a �-N -ring with d.c.c. on �-biideals, then R is nilpotent.

Proof. Let J denote the Jacobson radical of R and suppose J ¤ R. It is well-
known that J � D J . Since R=J is a semiprime involution ring with d.c.c. on �-
biideals, R=J has an identity eC J [2] and, clearly, eC J D e�C J D ee�C J .
Since R=J is a �-N -ring, by the considerations preceding the theorem, R=J D 0,
that is, RD J , a contradiction. Hence RD J and R is nilpotent [3]. �

Let us recall (see [4]) that a �-ideal P of an involution ring R is said to be �-prime
if AB � P implies A � P or B � P , where A and B are �-ideals of R and R is
is �-prime if the zero ideal is �-prime. Birkenmeier and Groenewald showed that if
P is a �-prime �-ideal which is not a prime ideal, and X is minimal among prime
ideals containing P , then P is a prime ideal of X . In addition, they showed that the
intersection of all the �-prime �-ideals of R coincides with the prime radical of R.
Hence, if the prime radical of R is 0, then R is a subdirect product of �-prime rings.
We shall use these facts in the proof of the next theorem and we shall also require the
following lemmas.

Lemma 2 ([1]). If a ring R satisfies the polynomial identity xm D xmC1f .x/,
then the Jacobson radical of R is nil.

Lemma 3 ([10]). Let I be any non-zero ideal of a ring R. Then there exists
a homomorphic image R0 of R containing an isomorphic copy I 0 of I such that I 0 is
essential in R0.

The proof of the following theorem is an adaptation of the corresponding one for
rings without involution in [1].

Theorem 3. Let R be a �-N -ring which satisfies the polynomial identity xm D

xmC1f .x/ (m is a positive integer and f .x/ is a polynomial with integer coeffi-
cients). Then R is nil.
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Proof. The Jacobson radical J D J � of R is nil by Lemma 2. Since R=J is
a semiprime involution ring its prime radical is 0 and hence, by the considerations
preceding the lemmas, the intersection of all �-prime �-ideals of R is 0. Hence R
is a subdirect product of �-prime rings Ri .i 2 �/. If Ri is a prime ring, then as in
[1, Theorem 2], it follows that Ri has identity and since it is a �-N -ring, Ri D 0.
Now suppose Ri is not a prime ring. We have that Ri D R=Ki for some �-prime
�-ideal Ki of R which is not a prime ideal. Now if Xi is minimal among prime
ideals containing Ki , then Ki is a prime ideal of Xi , that is Xi=Ki is a prime ring
and satisfies the polynomial identity xm D xmC1f .x/. Hence, as in [1], it follows
that Xi=Ki has an identity. According to Lemma 3, there exists a homomorphic
image R0i of Ri containing an isomorphic copyX 0i ofXi=Ki such thatX 0i is essential
in R0i . Then, since X 0i has identity, X 0i D R

0
i . Now R0i Š R=Qi for some ideal Qi

of R. Moreover, if eCQi is the identity of R=Qi , then e�CQi D ee
�CQi D

n1n2 � � �nkCQi for certain nilpotent elements n1;n2; : : : ;nk of R. Suppose n1 has
degree of nilpotence t . Then nt�1

1 ee�CQi D n
t�1
1 n1n2 � � �nk CQi D Qi which

implies nt�1
1 e� 2Qi . Therefore nt�1

1 e�en2 � � �nk D n
t�2
1 .e�e/2 2Qi . Continuing

with this process, we eventually obtain nt�.t�1/
1 .e�e/t�1 2Qi , that is n1.e

�e/t�1 2

Qi . Therefore n1.e
�e/t�1n2 : : :nk 2Qi and .e�e/t 2Qi . So, if t is even, .e�e/tRD

.e�e/
t
2R.e�e/

t
2 �Qi and sinceQi is a prime ideal of R, .e�e/

t
2 2Qi . On the other

hand, if t is odd, .e�e/tC1R �Qi implies that .e�e/
tC1

2 2Qi . Continuing in this
way, we eventually obtain e�e 2Qi and hence e� 2Qi . Then eCe�CQi D eCQi

and arguing as above, with eC e�CQi instead of eCQi , we obtain eC e� 2Qi .
This impliesR=Qi D 0, which is a contradiction. ThusRi is a prime ring andRi D 0.
It follows that R=J D 0 and RD J is nil. �
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